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ORDER-SENSITIVE DOMINATION IN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS
YUSUF CIVAN, ZAKIR DENIZ AND MEHMET AKIF YETIM
Abstract. For a (finite) partially ordered set (poset) P , we call a dominating set D in
the comparability graph ComppP q of P , an order-sensitive dominating set in P if either
x P D or else a ă x ă b in P for some a, b P D for every element x in P which is
neither maximal nor minimal, and denote by γospP q, the least size of an order-sensitive
dominating set of P . For every graph G and integer k ě 2, we associate a graded
posetPkpGq of height k, and prove that γospP3pGqq “ γRpGq and γospP4pGqq “ 2γpGq
hold, where γpGq and γRpGq are the domination and Roman domination number of G
respectively. Apart from these, we introduce the notion of a Helly poset, and prove
that when P is a Helly poset, the computation of order-sensitive domination number
of P can be interpreted as a weighted clique partition number of a graph, the middle
graph of P . Moreover, we show that the order-sensitive domination number of a poset P
exactly corresponds to the biclique vertex-partition number of the associated bipartite
transformation of P . Finally, we prove that the decision problem of order-sensitive
domination on posets of arbitrary height is NP-complete, which is obtained by using a
reduction from EQUAL-3-SAT problem.
1. Introduction
Domination theory is one of the well-established main streams in graph theory with
various applications to real-world problems. Most domination parameters come up with
mainly by imposing conditions on the sets that dominate the graph, regardless of where
the graph itself derived from. As there is a growing amount of research interconnecting
various fields of mathematics (algebra, topology, ect.) to graph theory, one may naturally
consider an invariant of a graph to respect the substructure where the graph is constructed.
The main purpose of our present work is to introduce and study a new variation of a
domination parameter that fulfills such an expectation over the bridge between partially
ordered sets (posets) and graph theory. The class of comparability graphs provides one of
the most natural way to associate a graph to a given poset P . Recall that the comparabil-
ity graph ComppP q of a poset P is defined over the same ground set with P having edges
corresponding to comparabilities in P . In the graph theoretical side, the characterization
of comparability graphs carried over the existence of a transitive orientation on the ver-
tex sets. Since non-isomorphic posets may have identical comparability graphs, a graph
parameter defined over comparability graphs may not recognize the role of a fixed under-
lying transitive orientation. At this point, we insist that a dominating set in ComppP q
should further respects the structure of P . In more detail, we denote by MidpP q, the set
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of elements of P which are neither maximal nor minimal in P . We call a dominating set D
in ComppP q, an order-sensitive dominating set of P , if x P D or there exist a, b P D such
that a ă x ă b in P for every x P MidpP q, and the order-sensitive domination number of
P , denote by γospP q, is defined to be the least size of an order-sensitive dominating set in
P . Obviously, we have the convention that γospP q “ γpComppP qq wheneverMidpP q “ H,
where γpGq denotes the domination number of a graph G. Therefore, the order-sensitive
domination number is perceptible when MidpP q ‰ H. In order to distinguish this border-
line, we mainly consider the family P3pkq of posets of height k for k ě 3 in which every
element is contained in a chain of size at least 3.
We prove that the order-sensitive domination number of a poset P is equal to the
(ordinary) domination number of the comparability graph of a poset P ˚ constructed from
P . Furthermore, we show that for every poset P P P3pkq for some k ě 4, there exists
a poset Red3pP q P P3p3q, called the height three reduction of P , such that γospP q “
γospRed3pP qq.
At a first glance, such a generalization may seem to be a transfer of a notion from graph
theory to the theory of posets. However, we verify that this particular new parameter
has a role to play in the field of domination theory of graphs as well. For a given graph
G, we associate to it a graded poset PkpGq of height k for each k ě 3, and prove
that γospP3pGqq “ γRpGq and γospP4pGqq “ 2γpGq, where γRpGq denotes the Roman
domination number of G. Moreover, we introduce the notion of a Helly poset, and show
that if P P P3pkq is a Helly poset, then γospP q can be calculated from the weighted
clique partition number of a graph, the middle graph, associated to P (see Section 5 for
more details). By way of application, we prove that γRpGq ď 2χpG2q holds for every
p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-free graph G, where G2 is the square graph of G.
Our next move is to establish a connection between the order-sensitive domination
number of a poset P and the biclique vertex-partition number of a bipartite graph BpP q
constructed from P , that can be of independent interests. Recall that a biclique in a graph
G is a complete bipartite subgraph (not necessarily induced) of G. The biclique vertex-
partition number bppGq of G is the least integer d for which the vertex set of G can be
partition into d bicliques of G. On this direction, we show the equality γospP q “ bppBpP qq
whenever P P P3pkq for some k ě 3.
Finally, we determine the complexity of order-sensitive domination. In detail, we prove
that for a given poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3 and a positive integer d, the problem of
deciding whether there exists an order-sensitive dominating set in P of size at most d is
NP-complete. When k ě 4, the claimed result is obtained by a reduction from EQUAL-
3-SAT problem.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs. All the graphs considered in this paper are finite, simple and connected.
If G is a graph, V pGq and EpGq denote its vertex set and edge set, respectively. If
S Ă V “ V pGq, the graph induced by S is written GrSs. We abbreviate GrV zSs to
G´S. For a given vertex x P V pGq, the set NGpxq :“ ty P V pGq : xy P EpGqu denote the
(open) neighborhood of x in G.
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An independent set in a graph is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices, while a clique
means a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. A graph is bipartite if its vertex set can be
partitioned into two independent sets. The complement G of a graph G is the graph on
the same vertex set V pGq such that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if they
are not adjacent in G. The distance between two vertices u and v in G, denoted by
distGpu, vq, is the length of the shortest path connecting u and v in G. The square G2 of
a graph G is a graph on V pGq such that two vertices u and v are adjacent in G2 if and
only if distGpu, vq ď 2. A set S Ď V pGq is said to be a 2-packing in G if distGpu, vq ą 2
for every u, v P S.
Throughout the paper, Kn, Pn and Ck will denote the complete, path and cycle graphs
on n ě 1 and k ě 3 vertices respectively. Moreover, we denote by Kp,q, the complete
bipartite for any p, q ě 1. A graph is said to be weakly chordal if it does not contain any
induced Ck and Ck for k ě 5. A graph is called chordal bipartite if it is both bipartite
and weakly chordal.
In a graph G, a subset S Ď V pGq is called a dominating set of G, if any vertex which
is not in S is adjacent to a vertex in S. Furthermore, a set D Ď V pGq is called a total
dominating set of G if each vertex of G is adjacent to a vertex inD. The minimum size of a
dominating set (resp. total dominating set) of G, denoted by γpGq (resp. γtpGq), is called
the domination number (resp. total domination number) of G. A Roman dominating
function of a graph G is a function f : V pGq Ñ t0, 1, 2u such that every vertex v with
fpvq “ 0 has a neighbor u with fpuq “ 2 inG. The weight of a Roman dominating function
f is the value wepfq “ řvPV pGq fpvq. The minimum weight of a Roman dominating
function of a graph G is called the Roman domination number of G, denoted by γRpGq.
Throughout, we use the notation rns :“ t1, 2, . . . , nu for an integer n ě 1.
A k-coloring of a graph G is a mapping κ : V pGq Ñ rks such that κpxq ‰ κpyq for every
edge xy P EpGq. The chromatic number χpGq of G is the least integer k such that G
admits a k-coloring.
A biclique in a graph is a (not necessarily induced) subgraph isomorphic to a complete
bipartite graph. A set B “ tB1, B2, . . . , Bku of bicliques of a graph G is a biclique vertex-
cover of G with size k, if each vertex of G belongs to at least one biclique in B. A biclique
vertex-cover B “ tB1, B2, . . . , Bku is said to be a biclique vertex-partition if bicliques in
G are pairwise disjoint, that is, each vertex of G belongs to exacly one biclique in B.
Biclique vertex-partition number of a graph G, denoted by bppGq, is defined to be the
least integer k such that G admits a biclique vertex-partition of size k.
Remark 1. It is known from [6] that a graph has a biclique vertex-cover of size at
most k if and only if it has a biclique vertex-partition of size k. Therefore we do not
distinguish between the biclique vertex-cover and biclique vertex-partition of a graph G
and use the notation bppGq, although we mostly appeal to biclique vertex-coverings of
graphs throughout Section 6.
2.2. Posets. A partially ordered set (poset, in short) is a pair P “ pX,ďP q, where X “
XpP q is a set, and ďP is a partial order, which is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive
binary relation on X. We write x ďP y (or y ěP x) when px, yq P P , and accordingly
x ăP y when x ďP y and x ‰ y. We further say that y covers x and denote x ăP y if
x ăP y and there is no element z P X such that x ăP z ăP y. If x ďP y or y ďP x
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for some x, y P X, then x and y are said to be comparable in P ; otherwise they are
incomparable in P , denoted by x ‖P y. When there is no confusion, we drop the subscript
P .
An element x P X is called a maximal element (resp., minimal element) of P if there
is no element y P X with x ăP y (resp., y ăP x). We denote by MaxpP q and MinpP q the
set of maximal and minimal elements of P , respectively. Furthermore, we let MidpP q :“
XzpMaxpP qYMinpP qq, the set of elements in P which are neither maximal nor minimal.
For a given subset S Ď X, the setDP pSq :“ tx P X : x ă s for some s P Su is the down-set
of S in P , while UP pSq :“ tx P X : x ą s for some s P Su is the up-set of S in P . For a
given subset S Ď X, we also define the common down-set and the common up-set of S in P
by CDP pSq :“ tx P X : x ă s for all s P Su and CUP pSq :“ tx P X : x ą s for all s P Su,
respectively.
A subset Y of X is called a chain, if any two elements of Y is comparable in P . A
chain is maximum if there is no chain of larger size. The size of a maximum chain in P
is called the height of P , denoted by heightpP q.
For a given poset P , its comparability graph ComppP q is the graph on X such that
xy P EpComppP qq if and only if x ‰ y and either x ă y or y ă x in P . Note that the
comparability graph of a poset does not contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to an
odd cycle of length greater than three or the complement of a cycle of length greater than
four (see [12]). Therefore, a comparability graph is weakly chordal if it does not contain
any induced C2k for k ě 3. We call the poset P a weakly chordal poset if ComppP q is a
weakly chordal graph.
3. Order-sensitive domination in posets
In this section, we introduce and study the notion of order-sensitive domination in
posets.
Definition 2. For a given poset P , a dominating set D in ComppP q is called an order-
sensitive dominating set in P if either x P D or else x P UP pDq X DP pDq for each
x P MidpP q. The least size of an order-sensitive dominating set in P is said to be the
order-sensitive domination number of P , denoted by γospP q. For the brevity, we write
os-dominating set instead of order-sensitive dominating set throughout.
We have the convention that γospP q “ γpComppP qq, when |MidpP q| “ ∅. In an-
other words, the order-sensitive domination number of P is distinguishable from the
domination number of the comparability graph ComppP q when ComppP q has a clique
of size at least three, which is when heightpP q ě 3. Moreover, if P is a poset in
which every element is contained in a chain of size at least 3, then it is obvious that
γospP q ď mint|MidpP q|, |MinpP q YMaxpP q|u.
Remark 3. The order-sensitive domination number is not a comparability invariant.
Indeed, os-domination numbers of two non-isomorphic posets having isomorphic compa-
rability graphs may differ. For the posets in Figure 1, we have γospP q “ 2 and γospRq “ 1,
while ComppP q – ComppRq.
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ComppP q – ComppRq
Figure 1. Two non-isomorphic posets with the same comparability graph.
Denote by Plpkq, the family of posets of height k in which every element is contained in
a chain of size at least l. Since l ď k by the definition of Plpkq, we only consider the case
when l ě 3 in the remaining of the paper. In particular, we abbreviate P3p3q to Pp3q.
Proposition 4. γospP q ď
P
n´1
2
T
for every n-element poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3.
Proof. Assume otherwise that γospP q ą
P
n´1
2
T
for some poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3.
Then, we have R
n´ 1
2
V
ă γospP q ď mint|MidpP q|, |MinpP q YMaxpP q|u
which forces that
P
n´1
2
T` 1 ď |MidpP q| and Pn´12 T` 1 ď |MinpP qYMaxpP q|. Combining
these inequalities, we have
n “ |MidpP q| ` |MinpP q YMaxpP q| ě
R
n` 1
2
V
`
R
n` 1
2
V
ě n` 1
which is a contradiction. 
Next, we will formulate the order-sensitive domination number of a given poset P P
P3pkq, in terms of classical domination number of the comparability graph of another
poset constructed from P itself.
Given a poset P , and let MidpP q “ ta1, a2, . . . , amu. We construct the poset P ˚ as
follows: for each element ai in MidpP q, we add two new elements bi and ci together
with covering relations ci ă ai ă bi. The resulting poset is denoted by P ˚, in which we
set B “ tb1, b2, . . . , bmu and C “ tc1, c2, . . . , cmu so that XpP ˚q “ XpP q Y B Y C (see
Figure 2).
Lemma 5. γospP q “ γpComppP ˚qq for every poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3.
Proof. We first consider an os-dominating set D in P . Note that if MidpP q Ď D, then D
is also a dominating set in ComppP ˚q since MidpP q dominates all vertices of B Y C in
ComppP ˚q.
Thus, we may assume that there exist some ai P MidpP q such that ai R D. By definition
of order-sensitive domination, ai P UP pDqXDP pDq. This implies that we have two vertices
a1, a2 P D X XpP q such that ai ăP a1 and a2 ăP ai. It follows that the vertices a1 and
a2 dominate newly added vertices bi and ci in ComppP ˚q, since bi P B (resp. ci P C)
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x y
a1
z
a2
a3 a4
u v w
x y
a1
c1
z
a2
b2
c2
a3
b3
c3
b1 a4
b4
c4
u v w
Figure 2. P and P ˚.
is adjacent to all vertices of Uppaiq (resp. DP paiq) in ComppP ˚q. However, this in turn
implies that D is a dominating set in ComppP ˚q. Therefore γpComppP ˚qq ď |D|.
Conversely, let F be a dominating set in ComppP ˚q. We first note that if FXpBYCq “
H, then F is an os-dominating set for P . Indeed, the only way to dominate any vertex
bi P B (resp. ci P C) is to take a vertex in UP rais (resp. DP rais) for ai P MidpP q. Then,
either ai or a vertex in UP paiq (resp. DP paiq) belongs to F . This coincidences with the
definition of order-sensitive domination. Therefore, F is a order-sensitive dominating set
in P .
We may therefore suppose that the intersection F XpBYCq is non-empty. We assume
without loss of generality that bi P F XpBYCq. It then follows that F ˚ “ pF ´ biqY taiu
is still a dominating set in ComppP ˚q containing the middle element ai P F ˚, since, in the
graph ComppP ˚q, the vertex ai is adjacent to every vertex in UP paiq XDP paiq Y tbi, ciu.
This means that every vertex in F X pB Y Cq can be replaced with the corresponding
element in MidpP q so as to create a new dominating set F ˚ Ă XpP q in ComppP ˚q with
|F ˚| ď |F |. However, such a set F ˚ is obviously an os-dominating set in P . Therefore,
γospP q ď |F ˚| ď |F |. 
We remark that for a given poset P “ pX,ďq P P3pkq, the addition of extra compara-
bilities to P between every pair of maximal and minimal elements which are incomparable
in P does not affect the os-domination number. In other words, denote by Pm, the poset
obtained from P by adding comparabilities x ă y such that x ‖P y with x P MinpP q and
y P MaxpP q.
Observation 6. γospP q “ γospPmq for every poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3.
Now we show that for every poset P with heightpP q ě 4, there exists a height three
poset Q on the same ground set such that γospP q “ γospQq. Therefore, the os-domination
problem for posets can be reduced to the case of height three. We next describe the
construction of such a poset.
Definition 7. Let P “ pX,ďq be a poset with heightpP q ě 4. The reduction poset
Red3pP q of P , is the height three poset on X, obtained from P by removing all the
comparabilites among the elements of MidpP q and preserving the remaining relations in
P (see Figure 3).
Proposition 8. If P P P3pkq is a poset for some k ě 4, then γospP q “ γospRed3pP qq.
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Red3pP q
Figure 3. A poset P and its reduction Red3pP q
Proof. Assume that D Ď XpP q is an os-dominating set for P . We call an element x P
MidpP q as a mid-conflict element with respect to D if
• x R D, and
• if z ă x ă y for some z, y P D, then |MidpP q X tz, yu| ě 1.
Note that if x P MidpP qzD such that x is not a mid-conflict element with respect to
D, then there exist y P D X MaxpP q and z P D X MinpP q such that z ă x ă y in P .
However, such a domination also holds in Red3pP q.
Now, assume that x P MidpP q is a mid-conflict element with respect to D. Since
D is os-dominating in P , it then follows that a ă x ă b for some a, b P D. Choose
b1 P MaxpP q and a1 P MinpP q such that b ď b1 and a1 ď a hold in P , and define
Dx :“ pDzta, buq Y ta1, b1u. Observe first that Dx is an os-dominating set in P such that
|D| “ |Dx|. We may clearly repeat this process for every element u P MidpP q such that
if v ă u ă w holds for some v, w P D and |MidpP q X tv, wu| ě 1. Since P is finite, such
a process will eventually terminate creating an os-dominating set D˚ in P without any
mid-conflict elements. The resulting set D˚ is clearly an os-dominating set in Red3pP q.
This verifies that γospRed3pP qq ď γospP q.
Conversely, let T Ď X be an os-dominating set for Red3pP q. We claim that T is itself
an os-dominating set for P . Let u P MidpP q be given such that u R T . Then there exist
v P T XMinpP q and w P T XMaxpP q such that v ă u ă w in Red3pP q. However, the
comparabilities v ă u ă w also hold in P as well. This proves the claim. Therefore, we
conclude that γospP q ď γospRed3pP qq. 
4. Order-sensitive domination in graphs
In this section, we extend the notion of order-sensitive domination to general graphs.
We begin with recalling the following bipartite transformation associated to any graph,
that was introduced by Alon [1].
Definition 9. For a graph G with vertex set V “ tu1, u2, . . . , unu, the extended double
cover BepGq of G is the bipartite graph on X Y Y , where X “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu and
Y “ ty1, y2, . . . , ynu, in which xi and yj are adjacent if and only if i “ j or ui and uj are
adjacent in G.
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We next construct a graded poset of height k ě 2 from any given graph as follows. Let
G be a graph on rns for some positive integer n. The ground set of the poset PkpGq, we
associate to G is
XpGq :“ txpl,iq : l P rks and i P rnsu
such that for each r P rk ´ 1s and i, j P rns,
• xpr,iq ă xpr`1,jq in PkpGq if and only if either i “ j or ij P EpGq holds.
Example 10. In Figure 4, we depict the corresponding posets of the 4-path P4 and the
4-cycle C4 when k “ 3.
Figure 4. P3pP4q and P3pC4q.
Notice that for given a graph G, the comparability graph of the poset P2pGq corre-
sponds to the bipartite graph BepGq.
Lemma 11. γospP3pGqq “ mint|A| ` 2γpG´ Aq : A Ď V u for every graph G.
Proof. We write θpGq “ mint|A| ` 2γpG ´ Aq : A Ď V u. Suppose that D is a minimum
os-dominating set for P3pGq. If we define A :“ tj P rns : xp2,jq P Du, B1 :“ tl P rns :
xp1,lq P Du and B3 :“ tq P rns : xp3,qq P Du, we claim that each of the sets B1 and B3
is a dominating set for G ´ A. Assume that p P rnszA. Since xp2,pq R D and D is an
os-dominating set, there exist xp1,iq, xp3,jq P D such that xp1,iq ă xp2,pq ă xp3,jq holds in
P3pGq. However, this means that i P B1, j P B3 and ip, jp P E. It follows that B1 and
B3 are dominating sets for G ´ A as claimed. Furthermore, we may partition the set D
as D “ D1YD2YD3, where Ds “ DXtxps,tq : t P rnsu for s P r3s. Therefore we conclude
that
θpGq ď |A| ` |B1| ` |B3| ď |D2| ` p|D1| ` |D3|q “ γospP3pDqq.
Conversely, assume that θpGq “ |A|`2γpG´Aq for some subset A Ď rns. Let B Ď rnszA
be a minimum dominating set for the graph G´ A. We define a set
C :“ txp1,iq, xp2,jq, xp3,iq : i P B and j P Au Ď XG
and claim that C is an os-dominating set forP3pGq. Let xpp,qq P XGzC be given. Assume
first that q P A. If p P t1, 3u, then the vertex xp2,qq P C dominates both xp1,qq and xp3,qq.
Secondly, if q R A, there exists h P B such that qh P E, since B is a dominating set of
G´A. It then follows that xp1,hq, xp3,hq P C and xp1,hq ă xp2,qq ă xp3,hq in P3pGq. Finally,
we conclude that
γospP3pGqq ď |C| “ |A| ` 2|B| “ θpGq
as claimed. 
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Theorem 12. γospP3pGqq “ γRpGq for every connected graph G with order at least two.
Proof. The inequality γospP3pGqq ď γRpGq simply follows from Lemma 11 together with
the fact that γRpGq “ mint|S| ` 2γpG´ Sq : S is a 2-packingu by [3, Corollary 1].
For the converse, we follow the proof of Lemma 11. Let D be an os-dominating set
for P3pGq, and let A, B1 and B3 be the subsets of V pGq “ rns defined as in Lemma 11.
Assume without loss of generality that |B1| ď |B3|. We then define a function fD : rns Ñ
t0, 1, 2u by
fDpiq :“
$’&’%
1, if i P A,
2, if i P B1,
0, otherwise,
and claim that fD is a Roman dominating function. Suppose that j P rns is a vertex
with fDpjq “ 0. This means that xp2,jq R D. So, there exists t P B1 so that xp1,tq ă xp2,jq
in P3pGq. It then follows that fDptq “ 2 and jt P E. This proves the claim. Now, we
conclude that
wepfDq “ |A| ` 2|B1| ď |D| “ γospP3pGqq.

Example 13. For each n ě 3, we have
γospP3pPnqq “ γospP3pCnqq “ γRpPnq “ γRpCnq “
R
2n
3
V
.
Taking Theorem 12 into account, the following inequalities are known (see [8, Theorem
2.1]). However, we choose to include its proof.
Theorem 14. γtpGq ď γospP3pGqq ď 2γpGq for every graph G without isolated vertices.
Proof. Let D be a minimum os-dominating set for P3pGq. Then there exists a subset
A Ă V such that |D| “ |A| ` 2γpG´Aq . Let S be a minimum dominating set for G´A
such that |D| “ |A| ` 2|S|. We construct a dominating set S 1 by adding to S, exactly one
neighbor of each vertices of S. Clearly, we then have |S 1| ď 2|S|.
Let A1 be a set of isolated vertices of GrAs such that NpA1q X S 1 “ ∅. Let NpA1q X
pG ´ Aq “ T . By the choice of A1, we have T X S 1 “ ∅. We take a minimum subset of
T , say T 1, dominating A1. We obviously have |T 1| ď |A1|. Since T X S 1 “ ∅ and S 1 is a
dominating set for G´ A, each vertex of T 1 has a neighbor in S 1. Therefore we obtain a
total dominating set
M “ S 1 Y T 1 Y pA´ A1q
for G. It is clear that |M | ď |D|. Thus we have
γtpGq ď |M | ď |D| “ γospP3pGqq.
The last inequality simply follows from Lemma 11 by taking A “ H. 
Our final aim in this section is to consider the case k “ 4 for which we prove that
the order-sensitive domination number can be directly computed from the domination
number of the underlying graphs.
Theorem 15. γospP4pGqq “ 2γpGq for every graph G.
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In order to prove Theorem 15, we initially introduce an operation that constructs a
graded poset of height four from any given bipartite graph without any isolated vertex.
a b c d
u v w
B
a1 b1 c1 d1
a3 b3 c3 d3
u2 v2 w2
u4 v4 w4
L1
L2
L3
L4
B4
Figure 5. A bipartite graph B and the poset B4.
We may consider every bipartite graph B “ pX, Y ;Eq without any isolated vertex
as a height two poset in which MaxpBq “ Y and MinpBq “ X. We then construct
a graded height four poset B4 as follows. If we denote the ith-layer of B4 by Li, then
L4 :“ MaxpB4q “ ty4 : y P Y u, L3 :“ tx3 : x P Xu, L2 :“ ty2 : y P Y u and L1 “
MinpB4q “ tx1 : x P Xu, where covering relations are all inherited from B itself. In other
words, xi ă yi`1 and yj ă xj`1 if and only if xy P E for every pair i P t1, 3u and j “ 2.
Proposition 16. If B is a bipartite graph, then γospB4q “ γtpBq.
Proof. If D is a total dominating set for B, then the set
D4 “ ty4 : y P D X Y u Y tx1 : x P D XXu
is clearly an os-dominating set for B4.
For the converse, let D be a minimum os-dominating set for B4. We define S1 Ă L4
(resp., S2 Ă L1q as the set of vertices containing exactly one neighbor of each vertex of
D X L3 (resp. D X L2). Then the set
D1 “ pDzpL2 Y L3qq Y pS1 Y S2q
is an os-dominating set for B4, since each vertex of L3 (resp. L2) has a neighbor in L4
(resp. L1). Clearly we have |D1| ď |D|. Now let D2 be the subset of V pBq corresponding
to the vertices in D1 in B4. Clearly, D2 is a total dominating set for B, since D2 X Y
(resp. D2 XX) dominates all the vertices of X (resp. Y ). Therefore we have
γtpBq ď |D2| ď |D1| ď |D| “ γospB4q.

Proposition 17. γtpBepGqq “ 2γpGq for every graph G.
Proof. Let D be a dominating set for G, where V “ V pGq “ tv1, . . . , vnu. If we define
D˚ :“ txi : vi P Du Y tyj : vj P Du,
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then the set D˚ is a total dominating set for BepGq of size 2|D|.
Assume next that F Ď X Y Y is a total dominating set for BepGq. Observe that each
of the sets
F1 :“ tvi : xi P F XXu and F2 :“ tvj : yj P F X Y u
are dominating sets for G. Hence, we have
2γpGq ď |F1| ` |F2| “ |F | “ γtpBepGqq.

Proof of Theorem 15. Since pBepGqq4 –P4pGq, the claim follows from Propositions 16
and 17. 
5. Middle graphs and Posets with Helly property
In this section, we introduce middle graphs of posets and prove that under some re-
strictions, the order-sensitive domination numbers can be detected from these graphs.
Definition 18. Let P P P3pkq be a poset for some k ě 3. The graph MDpP q defined on
the set MidpP q by ab P EpMDpP qq if and only if CUP pta, buq ‰ H and CDP pta, buq ‰ H
is called the middle graph of P .
Observation 19. If P is a poset in P3pkq with k ě 4, then MDpP q is isomorphic to
MDpRed3pP qq.
Let F be a family of subsets of a ground setX. A subfamily F 1 Ď F is called intersecting
if the intersection of every pair of sets in F 1 is non-empty. The family F is said to have
the Helly property if
ŞF 1 ‰ H for every intersecting subfamily F 1 Ď F .
Now, let P “ pX,ďq be a poset. We consider two families UP :“ tUP pxq : x P MidpP qu
and DP :“ tDP pxq : x P MidpP qu.
Definition 20. A poset P P P3pkq for some k ě 3 is called a Helly poset if both families
UP and DP have the Helly property.
In order to justify our generalization, consider a family F of non-empty subsets of a
ground set such that
Ť
FPF F “ X. We duplicate the ground set as X 1 :“ tx1 : x P Xu,
X2 :“ tx2 : x P Xu, and then define a graded height three poset P3pFq by MaxpP3pFqq “
X2, MidpP3pFqq “ F and MinpP3pFqq “ X 1 such that x1 ă F ă y2 if and only if x, y P F .
Observation 21. The family F has the Helly property if and only if P3pFq is a Helly
poset.
For a given poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3, we define two graphs by
HupP q :“ ComppP qrMidpP q YMaxpP qs and HdpP q :“ ComppP qrMinpP q YMidpP qs.
Proposition 22. A poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3 is a Helly poset if the graphs HupP q and
HdpP q are C6-free.
Proof. We only prove the claim for Hu “ HupP q, and note that a similar argument applies
to the graph Hd. Let UP pSq “ tUP pxq : x P Su be a pair-wise intersecting family for some
S Ď MidpP q (with |S| ě 3) such that CUP pSq “ H, and let S be minimal with this
property. Observe that the set S must be an antichain. In fact, if x ă y in P for some
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x, y P S, then CUP pSztxuq “ H, which is not possible by the minimality of S. Let
TS Ď MidpP qYMaxpP q be a minimal subset such that for every pair x, y P S, there exists
q P TS satisfying x, y ă q in P . We claim that TS is also an antichain. Indeed, if a ă b for
some a, b P TS, then for every pair x, y P S, there exists q P TSztau satisfying x, y ă q in
P , which contradicts the minimality of TS. The minimality of TS further implies that for
each p P TS, there exists a unique pair xp, yp P S such that xp, yp ă p holds. Observe that
if p, q P TS with p ‰ q, then |txp, yp, xq, yqu| ě 3. So, consider a 3-element set txp, yp, xqu.
If xp ă q, then yp ć q and there exists z P TSztp, qu such that yp, xq ă z in P . However,
the minimality of TS forces that xp ć z. It then follows that txp, p, yp, z, xq, qu induces
a C6 in Hu, a contradiction. We may therefore assume that xp ć q in P . A similar
reasoning implies that yp ć q. However, since UpSq is pair-wise intersecting, there exist
z1, z2 P TSztp, qu such that xp, xq ă z1 and yp, xq ă z2. In such a case, we then conclude
that txp, z1, xq, z2, yp, pu induces a C6 in Hu, a contradiction. 
Corollary 23. If ComppP q is a C6-free graph for some poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3, then
P is a Helly poset.
Proposition 24. If P P P3pkq is a Helly poset for some k ě 3, then
γospP q ď 2χpMDpP qq.
Proof. If C1, . . . , Cr are cliques in MDpP q corresponding a coloring of its complement,
then the set ta1, . . . , aru Y tb1, . . . , bru is an os-dominating set for P , where ai P DP pCiq
and bi P UP pCiq for each 1 ď i ď r. 
Definition 25. Let P P P3pkq be a Helly poset. For a given subset S Ď MidpP q, we set
UP pSq “ tUP pxq : x P Su and DP pSq “ tDP pxq : x P Su. Then, P is called a complete
Helly poset provided that UP pSq is intersecting if and only if DP pSq is intersecting for
every subset S Ď MidpP q.
Lemma 26. Let P P P3pkq be a poset for some k ě 4. If P is a Helly poset, then so is
Red3pP q P Pp3q. In particular, if P is a complete Helly poset, then so is Red3pP q.
Proof. We first set R :“ Red3pP q, and note that it is sufficient to show that UR “
tURpxq : x P MidpRqu has the Helly property, since the case forDR can be treated similarly.
Suppose that tURpxq : x P Su Ď UR is an intersecting family for some S Ď MidpRq
with |S| ě 3. Then, it follows that URpxq X URpyq ‰ H for every pair of elements
x, y P S. However, this forces that the family tUP pxq : x P Su Ď UP is intersecting, since
H ‰ URpxq XURpyq Ď UP pxq XUP pyq for x, y P S. The Helly property of UP implies that
there exists an element w P CUP pSq. If w P MaxpP q, then w P CURpSq. If w R MaxpP q,
then z P CURpSq for each z P MaxpP q with w ă z.
For the second claim, let tURpxq : x P Su Ď UR be an intersecting family for some
S Ď MidpRq. Once again, tUP pxq : x P Su Ď UP is intersecting by the above argument.
Completeness of P implies that tDP pxq : x P Su Ď DP is intersecting. It then follows
that DRpxq X DRpyq “ pDP pxq X DP pyqq X MinpP q ‰ H for x, y P S, since DRpaq “
DP paq X MinpP q for each a P MidpP q. A similar argument applies when the family
tDRpxq : x P Su Ď DR is intersecting. This completes the proof. 
We note that even if a Helly poset P is self-dual, it does not need to be necessarily
complete (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. A non-complete self-dual Helly poset.
Whenever P P P3pkq is a complete Helly poset, the calculation of order-sensitive dom-
ination number of P can be interpreted as a weighted clique partition number of the
associated middle graph MDpP q. In more detail, for a given graph G, we define the
weight of a (non-empty) clique C in G by
wepCq :“
#
1, if |C| “ 1,
2, if |C| ě 2.
Furthermore, if C “ tC1, . . . , Cnu is a clique partition of G, that is, the pairwise intersec-
tion of cliques in C is empty and Ťni“1Ci “ V pGq, then its weight is defined to be the
integer
wepCq “
nÿ
i“1
wepCiq.
Definition 27. We define the weighted clique partition number of a graph G by wepGq :“
mintwepCq : C is a clique partition of Gu.
Theorem 28. If P P P3pkq with k ě 3 is a Helly poset, then γospP q ď wepMDpP qq. In
particular, γospP q “ wepMDpP qq if P is a complete Helly poset.
Proof. By taking Observation 19 and Lemma 26 into account, it suffices to prove the
claim when k “ 3.
Assume that C is a clique partition of MDpP q. Decompose C as C1 Y C2, where C1
consists of all cliques in C of order at least three. For C P C1, we choose aC P DP pCq and
bC P UP pCq, and form the set
DpCq :“
ď
CPC1
taC , bCu Y
ď
CPC2
C.
Clearly, DpCq is an os-dominating set for P of size wepCq. Thus, we have γospP q ď wepCq.
Suppose next that P is a complete Helly poset, and let D Ď X be an os-dominating
set for P of minimum size. We partition D as Dmax Y Dmid Y Dmin in the obvious way,
and claim first that |Dmax| “ |Dmin|. Write Dmax “ tb1, . . . , bku and Dmin “ ta1, . . . , alu,
and assume without loss of generality that l ă k. For each 1 ď i ď l, we set Si :“ tx P
MidpP q : ai ă xu. Since DP pSiq is intersecting, then so is UP pSiq by the completeness of
P . So, if we choose b1i P CUP pSiq, we claim that
D1 :“ tb11, . . . , b1lu YDmid YDmin
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is an os-dominating set for P . Indeed, let x P MidpP qzDmid be given. Since D is an
os-dominating set, there exist i P rls and j P rks such that ai ă x ă bj. However, we then
have x ă b1i, since x P Si. This yields the desired contradiction, since |D1| ă |D|.
Finally, the family S “ tS1, . . . , Slu Y ttxu : x P Dmidu provides a clique partition of
MDpP q such that wepSq “ |D|. This completes the proof. 
Remark 29. The (complete) Helly property in Theorem 28 is essential. For example, if we
consider G “ C4, we would have MDpP3pC4qq – C24 – K4 so that wepMDpP3pC4qqq “ 2,
while γospP3pC4qq “ 3. Furthermore, the poset P depicted in Figure 7 is a Helly poset,
which is not complete. In particular, we note that γospP q “ 3 ă 4 “ wepMDpP qq.
Figure 7. A non-complete Helly poset P with γospP q “ 3 ă 4 “ wepMDpP qq.
We denote by vdtpGq, the maximum number of vertex disjoint triangles in a given graph
G (see [13]). Note that the problem of partitioning a graph into vertex disjoint triangles
corresponds to the well-known 3-dimensional matching problem, which also appears in
Karp’s paper [11] on the theory of computational complexity.
Corollary 30. If P P Pp3q is a complete Helly poset, then
γospP q ď |MidpP q| ´ vdtpMDpP qq,
with equality if the clique number of MDpP q is three.
We next consider the poset P3pGq, and characterize graphs for which their associated
posets are complete Helly posets. Recall that the 3-sun is the graph obtained from C6 by
turning an independent set of size three into a clique.
Lemma 31. BepGq is C6-free if and only if G is p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-free.
Proof. Since any induced cycle of length 4, 5 or 6 as well as an induced 3-sun yields an
induced C6 in BepGq, we only verify the sufficiency .
We write V “ tv1, . . . , vnu, and assume that BepGq contains an induced C6 on
txi1 , yi2 , xi3 , yi4 , xi5 , yi6u.
Suppose that there exists r P r6s such that ir “ ir`1, where indices are taken modulo 6.
Assume without loss of generality that i1 “ i2. Since xi1yi4 R EpBepGqq, we have i3 ‰ i4.
A similar reasoning implies that i5 ‰ i6. It then follows that either i4 “ i5 or else i4 ‰ i5.
In the former case, G contains an induced C4, while in the latter case, it contains an
induced C5.
Now we are left with the case that ir ‰ is for all distinct r and s. In such a case, the
subgraph induced by the set K “ tvi1 , vi2 , vi3 , vi4 , vi5 , vi6u contains a C6 with the edges in
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the cyclic fashion together with possible edges among the vertices in S “ tvi1 , vi3 , vi5u or
among the vertices in T “ tvi2 , vi4 , vi6u. If one of S and T is an independent set while
the other is a clique in G, then K induces a 3-sun in G. If both are independent, then
GrKs – C6. Observe that in every remaining case, either C4 or C5 appears as an induced
subgraph of GrKs. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 32. P3pGq is a complete Helly poset if G is p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-free.
Corollary 33. If G is p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-free, then
γospP3pGqq “ γRpGq “ wepG2q ď 2χpG2q.
Proof. We note that P3pGq is a complete Helly poset by Corollary 32. Therefore, the
claim follows from Theorems 12 and 28, since MDpP3pGqq – G2. 
Notice that the class of strongly chordal graphs is not a subclass of p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-
free graphs. However, we next show that the same conclusion holds for this class as
well.
Corollary 34. If G is a strongly chordal graph, we have γospP3pGqq “ γRpGq “ wepG2q.
Proof. Indeed, the graph BepGq is chordal bipartite if and only if G is a strongly chordal
graph (compare to [2, Theorem 2.3 pbq]). However, this in turn forces that P3pGq is a
weakly chordal poset if and only if G is a strongly chordal graph.1 Thus, P3pGq is a
complete Helly poset. So, the claim follows from Theorem 28. 
Remark 35. We note that the inequality χpG2q ď γpGq holds for every graph G, and it
could even be strict in general. However, we have not been able to decide whether it is
strict on the class of p3-sun, C4, C5, C6q-free graphs.
6. Biclique vertex partition in graphs
In this section, we prove that the order-sensitive domination number of a poset in the
class P3pkq with k ě 3 can be interpreted as the biclique vertex-partition number of
a bipartite graph constructed from the poset itself. The idea of associating a bipartite
graph to a given poset seems to first appear in the work of Ford and Fulkerson [7, page
62] (which was further studied by Eschen et al. [5]). The following is a slightly modified
version of the bipartite transformation that they consider.
Definition 36. Let P “ pX,ďq be a poset. Its bipartite transformation BpP q is the
bipartite graph defined by V pBpP qq :“ V1 Y V2 where V1 :“ tx1 : x P MinpP q YMidpP qu
and V2 :“ tx2 : x P MaxpP q Y MidpP qu such that x1y2 P EpBpP qq if and only if either
x ă y in P or x “ y P MidpP q.
Example 37. We draw a poset and its bipartite transformation in Figure 8. Observe
that bppBpP qq “ 2 ă 3 “ γpBpP qq.
The proof of the following is almost identical to that of [5, Theorem 1], which we include
for the sake of completeness.
1Note that if necessary, we have the freedom of replacing P3pGq with the poset P3pGqm by Observa-
tion 6.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
P
21 11 41 51
22 32 62 52
BpP q
Figure 8. A poset P and its bipartite transformation.
Theorem 38. ComppP q is a weakly chordal graph if and only if BpP q is a chordal bipartite
graph.
Proof. Suppose that ComppP q is a weakly chordal graph where P “ pX,ďq. Assume for a
contradiction that C is a chordless cycle of lenght at least six in BpP q. We first note that
|C X tx1, x2u| ď 1 for any element x, since otherwise the existence of edges x1y2 and w1x2
in C would imply the chord w1y2 in BpP q such that BpP qrtw1, x1, x2, y2us – C4, that is,
every cycle containing x1, x2 has a chord. Secondly, xy R EpComppP qq for any two vertices
x1, y1 P C, since a comparability x ă y in P would imply thatNBpP qpx1q Ď NBpP qpy2q, which
is again followed by a chord in C. Similarly, if x2, y2 P C, then xy R EpComppP qq. Finally,
if any two vertices x1 and y2 in C are nonadjacent, then x and y are incomparable in P .
Indeed, if y ă x in P , then the neighbors of x1 in C together with the neighbors of y2
in C would induce a C4 in BpP q. Therefore any chordless cycle of lenght at least six in
BpP q corresponds to an induced cycle of the same length in ComppP q.
Conversely, assume that ComppP q has a chordless cycle F “ tx1, x2, . . . , x2ku for some
k ě 3. Assume without loss of generality that x1 ă x2 in P . Note that F does not
contain any vertex x such that zx, xy P EpF q and z ă x ă y in P , since otherwise
the transitivity introduces the zy chord. It follows that the comparabilities between the
elements of F is in the fashion x1 ă x2 ą x3 ă x4 ą . . . ă x2k ą x1 in P , which yields
BpP qrtx11, x22, . . . , x12k´1, x22kus – C2k, a contradiction. 
For a given a P MidpP q, we define Ua :“ tx2 P V2 : x P UP rasu and Da :“ tx1 P V1 : x P
DP rasu. Similarly, if a P MaxpP q or a P MinpP q, we set Ba :“ stpa2q and Ba :“ stpa1q,
respectively, where stpvq denotes the subgraph isomorphic to the star K1,n induced by the
vertex v and its neighbors in BpP q.
Observation 39. If a P MidpP q, then Ba :“ Da Y Ua is a biclique in BpP q.
Definition 40. A biclique B in BpP q is said to be a star biclique if B “ Bx for some
x P MinpP q YMaxpP q. Similarly, a biclique B is called a double-star biclique if B “ Bx
for some x P MidpP q.
For a given subset U Ď V pBpP qq, we define its core by
CorepUq :“ tu P X : either u1 P U or u2 P Uu.
Theorem 41. bppBpP qq “ γospP q for any poset P P P3pkq with k ě 3.
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Proof. Let D be an order-sensitive dominating set for P . Consider the family
SpDq :“ tBa : a P Du
of bicliques in BpP q. We claim that SpDq is a biclique vertex-covering of BpP q. It is
sufficient to show that for every x P P , the vertex x1 P BpP q belongs to a biclique in
SpDq. Note that for the vertex x2 P BpP q, the proof will be similar. We may first assume
that x P MinpP q and Bx R SpDq. Choose an element w P UP pxq XMidpP q. Since D is
an os-dominating set, we have either w P D or there exist an element z P D X UP pwq. If
w P D, then x1 P Bw P SpDq or else x1 P Bz P SpDq for some z P D X UP pwq. Therefore,
we may further assume that x P MidpP q. If x P D, then we clearly have x1 P Bx P SpDq.
If x R D, then there exist elements y P D X DP pxq and z P D X UP pxq, since D is an
os-dominating set. In such a case x1 belongs to both of the bicliques By, Bz P SpDq.
Now, we are only left to verify that γospP q ď bppBpP qq. In order to prove that we will
show that there exists a biclique vertex-cover of BpP q of size bppBpP qq “ k consisting only
star and double-star bicliques in BpP q. Assume otherwise that this is not possible. Choose
a biclique vertex-cover B of BpP q among all biclique vertex-covers of size k such that B
contains the maximum number of star and double-star bicliques. We write B “ B1YB2
such that B1 consists of all star and double-star bicliques in B and B2 ‰ H. If B P B,
we set B “ UpBq1 Y UpBq2, where UpBqt Ď Vt for each t “ 1, 2. Now, given a biclique
B P B2.
Claim: There exists no a P MidpP q such that a1, a2 P B.
Proof of the Claim: If a1, a2 P B, then CorepUpBq1q Ď DP ras and CorepUpBq2q Ď UP ras
in P . In other words, we would have B Ď Ba so that we may replace B with Ba in B
increasing the number of star and double-star bicliques, which is not possible.
We may therefore assume that if B P B2, then |B X ta1, a2u| ď 1 for every a P MidpP q.
Case 1. There exists a biclique B P B2 and u P MidpP q such that |B X tu1, u2u| “ 1.
Assume without loss of generality that u1 P B and u2 R B. Since B is a biclique
vertex-cover, there exists H P B such that u2 P H.
Subcase 1.1. H P B1. Suppose first that H is a star biclique. In other words, there
exists x P MinpP q such that H “ Bx “ stpxq. It then follows that CorepUpBq2q Ď UP pxq
holds in P . Indeed, if w P CorepUpBq2q, then u ă w, and since x ă u, we have x ă w by
the transitivity. Now, if z P CorepUpBq2q XMaxpP q, we define B1 :“ Bz “ stpzq so that
B1 is a star biclique in BpP q satisfying B YH Ď B1 YH. Thus, we may replace B in B
with the star biclique B1 preserving the vertex-covering property, a contradiction.
Secondly, let H be a double-star biclique, that is, H “ By for some y P MidpP q. Once
again, we have that CorepUpBq2q Ď UP pyq. Similar to above case, we may replace B with
a star biclique Bz for some z P CorepUpBq2q XMaxpP q, which is not possible.
Subcase 1.2. H P B2. Since u1 P B and u2 P H, we have that CorepUpBq2q Ď
CUP pCorepUpHq1qq. Therefore, if we define B1 :“ Bz for some z P CorepUpBq2qXMaxpP q
and H 1 :“ UpHq1YpUpHq2YUpBq2q, it follows that both B1 and H 1 are bicliques in BpP q
satisfying B Y H Ď B1 Y H 1. Moreover, the family pBztB,Huq Y tB1, H 1u is a biclique
vertex-cover of BpP q whose number of stars and double stars is strictly greater then that
of B, a contradiction.
Case 2. If B P B2, then B X tv1, v2u “ H for every v P MidpP q. It then follows that
UpBq1 Ď MinpP q and UpBq2 Ď MaxpP q.
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Subcase 2.1. There exists q P MidpP q such that q P CUP pCorepUpBq1qq. If we
define B1 :“ UpBq1 Y pUpBq2 Y tq2uq, then B1 is a biclique in BpP q. Now, if we set
B1 :“ pBztBuqYtB1u, thenB1 is a biclique vertex-cover of BpP q having the same number
of star and double-star bicliques as with that of B. However, this is not possible by Case
1.
Subcase 2.2. There exists q P MidpP q such that q P CDP pCorepUpBq2qq. This subcase
can be treated as in Subcase 2.1.
Subcase 2.3. CUP pCorepUpBq1qqXMidpP q “ H and CDP pCorepUpBq2qqXMidpP q “
H. In such a case, we claim that B can not be a minimal biclique vertex-cover.
We define MpBq to be the subset of MidpP q such that if q P MpBq, then there exists
xq P UpBq1 so that xq ă q or (there exists) yq P UpBq2 so that q ă yq hold in P . Observe
that |MpBq| ě 2. We partitionMpBq into two disjoint subsets asMpBq “M1pBqYM2pBq
in a way that if q P M1pBq, then Bq P B, while p P M2pBq, then there exist two
bicliques B1ppq and B2ppq in B containing the vertices p1 and p2 respectively. Note that
if q P M1pBq, then xq, yq P Bq. On the other hand, if p P M2pBq, then we define
B1ppq :“ pUpB1ppqq1 Y txpuq Y UpB1ppqq2 and B2ppq :“ UpB2ppqq1 Y pUpB2ppqq2 Y typuq.
Observe that both B1ppq and B2ppq are bicliques in BpP q. Furthermore, the inclusion
B Ď p
ď
qPM1pBq
Bqq Y p
ď
pPM2pBq
B1ppq YB2ppqq
holds. It then follows that if we replace B1ppq and B2ppq with B1ppq and B2ppq in B
respectively, the resulting family is a biclique vertex-cover of BpP q in which the biclique
B is redundant. This proves the claim.
As a consequence, the bipartite graph BpP q must have a biclique vertex-cover B of
size bppBpP qq “ k such that each biclique in B is either a star or a double-star biclique.
Now, define DpBq :“ tx P X : Bx P Bu. We claim that DpBq is an os-dominating set
for ComppP q. The fact that DpBq is a dominating set simply follows from property that
B is a biclique vertex-cover. So, let p P MidpP q be given such that p R DpBq, that is,
Bp R B. However, since B is a biclique vertex-cover, there exist c, d P X so that p1 P Bc
and p2 P Bd. It means that p P DP pcq X UP pdq.
Finally, we conclude that γospP q ď |DpBq| “ k “ bppBpP qqq. This completes the
proof. 
Now, we have the following trivial results as the consequences of Theorems 12, 15
and 41.
Corollary 42. bppBpP3pGqqq “ γRpGq for every connected graph G with order at least
two.
Corollary 43. bppBpP4pGqqq “ 2γpGq for every graph G.
7. Complexity of Order-sensitive domination
We have already enough evidences to conclude that for a given poset P P P3pkq with
k P t3, 4u and a positive integer d, the problem of deciding whether there exists an os-
dominating set in P of size at most d is NP-complete. Before extending this result to
posets of arbitrary height, we state the problem more formally.
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OS-DOMINATING SET:
Instance: A poset P P P3pkq and a positive integer d.
Question: Does P have an order-sensitive dominating set of size at most d?
Corollary 44. OS-DOMINATING SET problem in P3pkq for 3 ď k ď 4 is NP-complete.
Proof. It is well-known that DOMINATING SET problem in graphs is NP-complete.
Hence, the result follows from Theorem 15 together with Proposition 8. 
For completeness, we next consider OS-DOMINATING SET problem for posets of ar-
bitrary height. We will show that the problem remains NP-complete by using a reduction
from Equal 3-Satisfiability (EQUAL-3-SAT) problem. EQUAL-3-SAT is a special case of
3-SAT problem where the formula restricted to the property that the number of clauses
equal to the number of variables. In [10], it has been proved that EQUAL-3-SAT is
NP-complete.
Theorem 45. OS-DOMINATING SET problem is NP-complete for posets in P3pkq for
every k ě 4.
Proof. Given a poset P P P3pkq and a certificate S, we can easily verify that S is an
os-dominating set or not. Thus, the decision problem is in NP.
We use a reduction from EQUAL-3-SAT to the problem. Given an instance ϕ for
EQUAL-3-SAT problem with n variables and n clauses, we will construct a poset P P
P3pkq with n2pk ´ 2q ` 4n elements.
Let C “ tC1, C2, . . . , Cnu be n clauses of ϕ and Ci “ p`i1, `i2, `i3q for i P rns. We
construct the (graded and self-dual) poset P from ϕ as follows: For every boolean variable
x of ϕ , we associate four elements a, b and a1, b1, where x1 stands for the negation of the
variable x. We set MaxpP q :“ ta1, a11, . . . , an, a1nu and MinpP q :“ tb1, b11, . . . , bn, b1nu. In
addition, for every clause Ci “ p`i1, `i2, `i3q for i P rns, we associate n disjoint pk ´ 2q-
chains, Ti1, . . . , Tin. Then, we regroup the resulting n2 disjoint pk ´ 2q-chains as Hp “
tT1p, . . . , Tnpu so as to set MidpP q :“ HpCq “ H1 YH2 Y . . .YHn. In particular, we label
the lth-layer of Hp by cl1p, . . . , clnp for each p P rns. For the sake of simplicity, we denote
by L1, . . . , Lk´2, the layers of HpCq.
Now, if a literal `ij occurs in a clause Ci for i P rns, j P r3s, we let ck´2ip be covered by
the element in MaxpP q corresponding to `ij for each p P rns. Symmetrically, we let c1ip
covers the element in MinpP q corresponding to `ij for each p P rns. This completes the
construction of P (see Figure 9 for an illustration).
Denote by UCi andDCi the elements inMaxpP q andMinpP q respectively, corresponding
to `i1, `i2, `i3.
We claim that ϕ is satisfiable if and only if P has an os-dominating set of size at most
2n.
Assume C is satisfiable by a truth assignment. Then, each of n clauses of ϕ has at least
one literal assigned TRUE. Let S be a set of elements corresponding to exactly one literal
in each clause of ϕ assigned TRUE. Obviously, we have |S| “ n. If we denote by Smax and
Smin, the subsets of MaxpP q and MinpP q respectively, corresponding to those elements of
S, then Smax Y Smin provides an os-dominating set for P with size 2n.
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Figure 9. An illustration of a poset constructed in Theorem 45.
Conversely, we now assume that P has an os-dominating set S with |S| ď 2n. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that S is of minimum order. We claim that we can
always find such a set satisfying S X HpCq “ H. Suppose that this is not the case, and
let S be such a set containing fewest elements from HpCq. So, there exists p P rns such
that clip P Hp X S for some 1 ď l ď k ´ 2. If l “ 1, we consider the element ck´2ip in the
pk ´ 2q-chain Tip. Then, either ck´2ip P S or else UP pck´2ip q X S ‰ H. If ck´2ip P S, choose
ai P MaxpP q and bi P MinpP q such that ai covers ck´2ip and bi is covered by c1ip in P .
Then, the set pSztc1ip, ck´2ip uq Y tai, biu is an os-dominating set containing fewer elements
from HpCq, a contradiction. On the other hand, if ck´2ip R S, that is, UP pck´2ip q X S ‰ H,
then the set pSztc1ipuqY tbiu is still an os-dominating set for P , a contradiction. A similar
argument applies if l ą 1 by considering the element c1ip in the pk ´ 2q-chain Tip. This
proves the claim.
Now, let S be an os-dominating set with |S| ď 2n and S X HpCq “ H. It then
follows that every clause Ci has a literal whose corresponding element is in S. Thus,
the set S corresponds to literals of ϕ assigned TRUE. In other words, at least one literal
corresponding to an element of UCi (resp. of DCi) is assigned TRUE for each i P rns.
Hence, ϕ is satisfiable. 
Now, combining Corollary 44 and Theorem 45, we have a complete resolution:
Corollary 46. OS-DOMINATING SET problem is NP-complete for posets in P3pkq for
every k ě 3.
What we have not been able to resolve is the complexity of OS-DOMINATING SET
problem in the subfamily of Pp3q consisting of weakly chordal posets.
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Problem 47. Determine the complexity of OS-DOMINATING SET problem on weakly
chordal posets in Pp3q?
Note that Problem 47 is of particular interest due to Theorems 38 and 41. In other
words, if the outcome of Problem 47 turns out to be NP-complete, it then follows that the
BICLIUE VERTEX-PARTITION problem for chordal bipartite graphs is NP-complete,
that resolves an open problem of Duginov [4].
8. Further comments
In this section, we offer a short discussion on some possible new directions where to
lead from here.
Regarding to the results of Section 4, the most prominent question is to understand
whether Theorems 12 and 15 may have any role of obtaining tight bounds on the Roman
domination and domination numbers of graphs. In particular, recall that there are various
conjectured upper bounds on the domination number of graphs [9].
Consider a graph G “ pV,Eq such thatP4pGq is a complete Helly poset. By Lemma 26,
it follows that P pGq :“ Red3pP4pGqq is a complete Helly poset as well. Furthermore, if
we write Vi :“ tvi : v P V u for i “ 1, 2, the middle graph of P pGq is the graph on V1 Y V2
with the following properties:
• MDpP pGqqrVis – G2 for i “ 1, 2,
• u1v2 P EpMDpP pGqqq if and only if distGpu, vq ď 3 for every pair (not necessarily
distinct) of vertices u, v P V .
Therefore, a possible optimal clique partition of MDpP pGqq gives rise to an upper bound
on the domination number of the underlying graph. In this guise, a further study on the
coloring of complements of middle graphs of Helly posets is required.
Recall that when P1 “ pX1,ď1q and P2 “ pX2,ď2q are two posets, their Cartesian
product P1 ˆ P2 is defined to be the poset on X1 ˆX2 such that px1, x2q ď py1, y2q if and
only if x1 ď1 y1 and x2 ď2 y2.
Problem 48. Is it true that the inequality γospP1ˆP2q ě γospP1qγospP2q holds for posets
P1, P2 P P2pkq with k ě 2 such that at least one of the posets P1 and P2 has neither a
maximum nor a minimum element?
Problem 48 is still interesting, even in the case of bipartite graphs considered as posets
of height two.
Problem 49. If Bi is a bipartite graph without any isolated vertex for i “ 1, 2, is it true
that the inequality γospB1 ˆB2q ě γospB1qγospB2q holds?
We remark that B1 ˆ B2 is a graded poset of height three, and γospBq “ γpBq for any
bipartite graph B by our earlier convention. Thus, Problem 49 asks for the validity of the
inequality γospB1 ˆB2q ě γpB1qγpB2q.
When one of the bipartite graphs is a single edge, that is, B2 “ K2, we have an
affirmative answer to Problem 49.
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Lemma 50. γospBˆK2q “ γtpBq ě γpBq for every bipartite graph B without any isolated
vertex.
Proof. We write V pBq “ X Y Y and V pK2q “ t1, 2u. Consider a total dominating set T
of B, and write TX “ T XX and TY “ T X Y . Then the set
DpT q “ tpy, 2q : y P TY u Y tpx, 1q : x P TXu
is an os-dominating set for B ˆK2. Thus, γospB ˆK2q ď γtpBq.
For the converse, we initially verify that there exists an os-dominating set D in BˆK2
of minimum order such thatDXMidpBˆK2q “ H. Suppose otherwise this is not possible,
and choose an os-dominating set D of minimum order containing fewest mid-elements of
B ˆ K2. Assume that px, 2q P D XMidpB ˆ K2q for some x P X. Let y P NBpxq be a
neighbor of x. If py, 1q P D XMidpB ˆK2q, then the set
D1 :“ pDztpx, 2q, py, 1quq Y tpx, 1q, py, 2qu
is still an os-dominating set for B ˆ K2, containing fewer mid-elements than D, a con-
tradiction. Thus, we must have py, 1q R D for every vertex y P NBpxq. Now, since D
is an os-dominating set, there exist pu, 1q, pv, 2q P D such that pu, 1q ă py, 1q ă pv, 2q in
B ˆK2. The only possibility for the vertex v P Y is that y “ v. In other words, we must
have py, 2q P D. However, it then follows that the set D2 :“ pDztpx, 2quq Y tpx, 1qu is an
os-dominating set containing fewer mid-elements than D, a contradiction. This proves
the claim.
Now, let D be an os-dominating set for the poset B ˆK2 with |D| “ γospB ˆK2q such
that D XMidpB ˆK2q “ H. If we define
T pDq :“ tx P X : px, 1q P Du Y ty P Y : py, 2q P Du,
then T pDq is a total dominating set for B of order |D|. 
As a final remark, we note that MDpB ˆ K2q – B for every bipartite graph without
isolated vertices.
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